INSTRUCTIONS
TSH-01B Table Top Tripod (Blue)

1. Know the product
Parts included in the package. see figure 1

2. Extension of the Telescoping Tubes. see figure 2

3. Release and lock of Mobile Phone Holder. see figure 3
Tripod can be used as a Table-top tripod or a Selfie Stick. see figure 4
The Table Top Tripod can convert to low angle tripod and ball head clamp. The Table Top Tripod can be connected with ballhead and camera, the ball head clamp can be connected to the handlebar of a bike or any round column. See figure 5

4. Use as Table-top Tripod or Selfie Stick
Connect Surface Controller and Mobile Phone via Bluetooth. (Check manual of Remote Controller for more details.)

5. Convert to Low Angle Tripod and Ballhead Clamp
Connect the ballhead to the tripod head by 1/4 screw.

6. Use of Ballhead Clamp
Clamp can hold tubes with Ø16-28mm. Loose and tight

7. Installation for Mobile Phone Holder, Bluetooth Remote Control and Compensating Lamp (sold separately)

8. Tripod Feet Tightness Adjustment

9. Proper operation of the Mobile Phone Clamp

Specifications for TSH-01B Table Top Tripod

1. Know the product. Parts included in the package. see figure 1
2. Extension of the Telescoping Tubes. see figure 2
3. Release and lock of Mobile Phone Holder. see figure 3
4. Tripod can be used as a Table-top tripod or a Selfie Stick. see figure 4
5. Table Top Tripod can convert to low angle tripod and ball head clamp. The Table Top Tripod can be connected with ballhead and camera, the ball head clamp can be connected to the handlebar of a bike or any round column. See figure 5
6. Use of the Ballhead Clamp. see figure 6
7. Installation for Mobile Phone Holder,Bluetooth Remote Control and Compensating Lamp. see figure 7 (Compensating Light is sold separately).
8. Tightness Adjustment for Tripod Feet see figure 8
9. Proper operation of the Mobile Phone Clamp. Tripod feet must be lifted off any surface before clamping the Mobile Phone to avoid damaging the feet. see figure 9

Specifications are subject to change without notice.

Warranty and Maintenance Information:

SIRUI 6 (six) Year Limited Warranty (3 Year Warranty for Electronic Parts). This warranty shall be limited to repair, adjustment and/or replacement at SIRUI or its authorized distributors option, of defective parts, free of charge (except the cost of transportation to the distributor/service center). Responsibility is limited to the actual cost of the item. Call or Email with questions and service before sending any product to the center in your region. Below is a listing of contact information for Product Registration, Service Inquiries and Questions. SIRUI will not be responsible for expenses or inconveniences, or consequential damages to equipment, or by breach of any expressed or implied warranties.

Warranty Services:
To obtain warranty service, please contact your local SIRUI dealer or SIRUI service center. For warranty issues or questions and to obtain a Return Merchandise Authorization (RMA) number, please call or email us at 150-520-8484 or service@sirui.com.

Owner’s manual:

Specifications:

1. Mobile Phone Clamp Locking Knob
2. Ballhead Clamp Locking Knob
3. Support Feets
4. Bluetooth Remote Control
5. Table Top Tripod
6. Bluetooth Remote Control
7. Compensating Lamp
8. Tripod Feet
9. Support Feets

Caution:
1. Do not exceed the recommended load limit of the head and tripod. (Please check the product specifications.)
2. Ensure that the tripod is not overloaded.
3. This product should not be used in an environment that exceeds the following conditions: +10°C to -20°C (50°F to -6°F), wind speed 138 km/h (86 mph), or in areas subjected to water or water spray.
4. In the event that dirt or sand gets into the tripod’s bearing surfaces, it may become difficult to operate the lever or knob. In this case, wipe the bearing surfaces with a dry cloth, then lubricate them with oil or grease. Avoid using any lubricant or grease that may damage the finish of the tripod.
5. Please keep the tripod clean and dry. Dust, mold, or moisture may cause permanent damage to the tripod.
6. Never disassemble the tripod. A loose tripod may not function properly.
7. Do not use the tripod for activities such as rock climbing, mountain climbing, or similar activities.
8. To maintain the tripod’s performance, please inspect it regularly for loose parts, corrosion, or other damage.
9. Please keep the tripod away from hot surfaces.

Specifications are subject to change without notice.

Warranty Address and Contact Information:

SIRUI PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT CO., LTD.
Shanghai, China
Tel: +86-21-51120909
Email: service@sirui.com
Web: www.sirui.com

SIRUI PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT CO., LTD.
Shenzhen, China
Tel: +86-755-86610000
Email: service@sirui.com
Web: www.sirui.com

Specifications are subject to change without notice.
1. **Know the product (fig. 1)**

2. **Attach the Remote Control Handle/Shutter Release to the Mobile Phone Protective Case**
   1. Align the groove in the back of the Handle with the Raised Channel on the back of the Protective Case (fig. 2).
   2. After the Handle is attached, push up until it stops (fig. 3).

3. **Operation**
   1. Press and hold the POWER button of the Handle for 3 seconds, Bluetooth is on when the indicator light is illuminated.
   2. Open the Bluetooth on the Phone, search the equipment with a name “SR-100” and click to connect at the first time. The indicating light will be blue when they are connected.
   3. Open the Camera Mode on the Phone. You can press and release the Handle Shutter Release Button for a single shot and hold the button for continuous shooting.
   4. Press and hold the POWER button for 3 seconds to turn off the Handle. The Power light will be off.
   5. The Handle can be connected to a charger or computer that provides 3.7-5V via the Lightning port for charging. When power is low, the red light will blink. When the Handle is charging, the red light will be steady. When it is fully charged, the light will be blue.

4. **Buy a SIRUI Mobile Phone Lens as a Kit**

Buy a proper SIRUI Mobile Phone Lens as desired to get a Photographic Kit for your mobile phone (fig. 4).

5. **Disassemble**
   Reverse Operation.

6. **Safety Protection**
   1. Do not use or store the product in an environment with high temperature (like a place near fire or expose to the sunlight), otherwise it may cause injury or accident.
   2. Do not use the product near inflammable gas, petrol, benzene, diluents or similar substance to avoid explosion, fire or burn disaster.
   3. Do not place the battery into microwave oven or high pressure vessel.
   4. Do not disassemble, repair or change the equipment without professional guidance, the high voltage circuit inside the equipment may cause serious electric shock.
   5. Stop using the product when you find abnormal conditions on it (eg. abnormal smell / fog or over-heating). Look for a dealer or service center nearby for repair.